
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

TOMATOES 

2019 

It is difficult to decide which of the 10,000+ tomato varieties to grow. After much 

deliberation, we have narrowed it to 142 varieties. NEW and perennial favorites 

are available to choose from this year and over half are HEIRLOOM or open 

pollinated varieties. They are grown ORGANICALLY in our very own Bobby’s 

Long House. You’re guaranteed to find a tomato for your garden. 

 

 

 Keys to Abbreviations 

 Popular Categories 

 Red**Pink-Red 

 Blacks**Blues**Purples 

 Bi-color**Green**Gold**Orange**Yellow 

 Cherries**Grapes**Small Fruited 

 Pear**Plum**Roma**Sauce**Salsa

 



 

 

We love tomatoes here at Good Earth. We eat them, cook with them and read about 

them. Above all, we are crazy about growing tomatoes. 

Starting with the best seedsmen and the best No-GMO seeds, we select from thousands 

of options to bring you some of the most unique varieties in existence. 

We are constantly rejuvenating our collection trying new varieties that are suited 

to Colorado growing. 

From seeding to sale, we organically grow all our tomatoes in house, handled with 

care and fertilized only with organic fertilizer. No neonicotinoids or other 

pollinator harming chemicals; these babies are all natural. 

We love talking tomatoes and appreciate any feedback you have on our tomatoes. 

Have a bountiful growing season and may the tomato be with you! 
 

Denotes New Varieties we are growing this season 

Indicates seeds are from an Organic source.  
 

Indicates it’s from the Wild Boar Tomato series started by Brad Gates 

 

Indicates the variety is a part of the Artisan Series (all small types) 
 

HEIRLOOM and Open Pollinated (OP) varieties are noted in their descriptions 

 

When possible, we indicate growth habit & disease resistance in the descriptions with the following: 

 

(D) = Indicates a Determinate plant that 

will reach a certain size and produce a crop 

which ripens over a brief period. 
 

(SD) = Indicates a Semi-Determinate 

plant that will reach a certain size and 

produce fruit over an extended period. 

 

(I) = Indicates an Indeterminate plant 

that will grow and produce fruit over a 

prolonged period. 
 

Hybrid- Crossing two plant’s through 

pollination to breed a 3rd unique plant. Like 

two parents and their child. 

 

Heirloom = Usually coming from a farm, a 

family or a geographical region by saving and 

growing many subsequent generations of a 

specific variety. HEIRLOOMS are varieties 

whose seed can be saved to produce the same 

tomato next growing season. 

 

OP = Open Pollinated plants are 

pollinated by natural mechanisms like birds, 

bugs, wind and people for example. All 

HEIRLOOMS are Open Pollinated, but not all 

Open Pollinated plants are HEIRLOOM. 
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A big thanks to Gary Ibsen and Tomato Fest for being great seedsmen and 

for the great photos they let us use for their varieties. For amazing all 

Organic Tomato seeds visit them at… 

http://www.tomatofest.com 

http://www.tomatofest.com/
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RED & PINK-RED TOMATOES 

 
ABE LINCOLN -- Honestly this one is a 

must try for large meaty HEIRLOOM lovers. Deep color, 

delicious flavor, clusters of 8 oz. to over 1lb fruit. Slightly long 

days but the wait is worth the weight. Abe has been around 

for at least 96 years, originally distributed by the Buckbee’s 

seed company, this proven heirloom has been a favorite 

slicer dicer and all-around farm favorite since the beginning. 

Strong disease resistance as well. (I) 80 days 

 

BEEFSTEAK -- Considered the original 

HEIRLOOM beefsteak. Lush, thick plants with excellent 

productivity yield many 4-5” slightly ribbed, bright red 

tomatoes that have spectacularly delicious, sweet flavors. 

Excellent sub-acid taste, meaty flesh and size (up to 2 lbs.) 

make it prized for sandwiches, but it is also great for 

cooking, salads and canning. (I) 80-85 days 

 

 
 

BELII NALIV -- This very early HEIRLOOM 

produces an abundance of beautifully round, red 2” fruit that 

is sweet and tangy. Short 42” tall plants are great for medium-

sized containers and patio gardens. Plants are semi-

determinate and will produce loads of fruit over a short 

period of time, making them great for sauces. Great for 

higher altitude and cooler night areas. (SD) 55 days 

 

 

 

BIG BEEF (De-hybridized) -- Large, red and juicy 

fruits combine old-fashioned beefsteak flavor with heavy 

yields of 1lb., round to globe-shaped fruit. Flavor is full and 

hearty with lots of sweet juice balancing that wonderful 

tomato acidity. They slice up perfectly for big sandwiches and 

stay large even at the end of the harvest season.  

(I) 70 days OP 

 

https://cdn3.volusion.com/ph9xz.o9ecs/v/vspfiles/photos/TF-0003-2.jpg?1428570601
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RED & PINK-RED TOMATOES 
(CONT’D) 

 

BIG BEEF HYBRID -- What a flavor! This is Larry 

Stebbins (Pikes Peak Urban Gardens) favorite. It has 

rugged vines which overcome adverse growing conditions. 

A rich old-time flavor, it features bred-in hybrid qualities 

such as impressive yields of extra-large (9-16 oz.) fruit 

smooth, red, globe-shaped fruit with superior disease 

resistance. (I) 73 days  
 

BISON – An old-fashioned favorite 

HEIRLOOM developed by Dr. A.F. Yeager of North 

Dakota University. A Compact Dwarf Determinate, this 

plant will yield a bisons worth of tomatoes, 2-3” red and 

round crack resistant tomatoes. A lovely mix of flavors but 

acidic is slightly prominent in this one. Great for growing 

in containers, perfect for salads and canning.  

(CD) 70 days 

 

 

BLOODY BUTCHER -- A sensational 

HEIRLOOM and very popular early producing tomato 

variety. A good choice for a tomato as you wait for later 

varieties to harvest. Vigorous, potato-leaf plants yield 

copious amounts of 2" (4 oz.) fruits that are a deep-red 

color inside and out. Five to nine fruits per cluster with a 

rich heirloom tomato flavor. Plant produces well until 

frost. A good variety for cooler growing regions since fruits 

ripen quickly. The Butcher is a Bloody good canning 

tomato. (I) 55 days OP 

 
 

BRANDYWINE, RED (Landis Valley strain) 

(Beefsteak) -- This is the original red Brandywine HEIRLOOM 

introduced by Johnson and Stokes Seed Co. in 1889 and 

named after Brandywine Creek in Chester County, 

Pennsylvania. Large vines produce high yields of medium-sized 

(8-12 oz.) round, smooth, deep red fruit that are juicy and 

loaded with intense tomato flavor. (I) 78 days 

https://cdn3.volusion.com/ph9xz.o9ecs/v/vspfiles/photos/TF-0057E-2.jpg?1432634448
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RED & PINK-RED TOMATOES 
(CONT’D) 

 

 

 

BRANDYWINE SUDDATH (Pink beefsteak) -- 
This Amish HEIRLOOM has been around for over 135 years 

and is considered by many to be the best tasting tomato ever. 

Our seed originates from the legendary seedsman, Ben 

Quisenberry, who obtained his from Doris Suddath Hill, whose 

family has grown it for more than 130 years. Prolific plants 

produce huge (1-2 lb.) fruit with succulent, sweet, exceptionally 

rich and delectably complex flavors. (I) 85 days 

 

 

 

BUSH BEEFSTEAK -- Compact, bushy, 

vigorous plants that produce an abundance of perfect 

sandwich size 10oz. rich red, solid fruit. Great 

for containers and shorter seasons. (D) 62 days  

 

 
 

BUSH CHAMPION -- One of the best varieties for small 

space gardens and containers. These compact plants grow only 

24” tall, but yield plenty of big, red, meaty tomatoes that weigh 

8-12 oz. Their flavor is excellent. Good disease resistance and 

thrives in nearly every climate. (D) 70 days  

 

 
BUSH EARLY GIRL – The little sister to 

Early Girl, this compact variety will surprise you with  

its huge yields of 6-7 oz. fruit that is larger than its sisters.   

Lovely for containers. (CD) 54 days  
 
 

https://www.tomatofest.com/Bush_Beefsteak_Tomato_Seeds_p/tf-0569.htm
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RED & PINK-RED TOMATOES 
(CONT’D) 

 

 
BUSH GOLIATH - Developed for patio gardens, 

containers and those with limited garden space.  Compact 3 ft. 

plants produce huge, red, 3-4” fruits packed with flavorful 

meat and high sugar content. (D) 68 days  
 

 

 

 

CARMELLO -- This much-sought-after and hard-to-

find red French tomato is among the best bred. Large crops of 

heavy, juicy, fruit with flavor that just doesn’t stop. 

Consistently produces great tasting tomatoes even when the 

nights turn cool. Good for salads, sautéed or as an integral 

part of any dish.  

(I) 75 days OP 

 
 

CASPIAN PINK (Beefsteak) -- This HEIRLOOM 

originates from southern Russia between the Caspian and 

Black Seas. Thought by some to be the “Queen of the  

Pinks”, this prolific plant produces 1-1½ lb. globe-shaped, 

pink-red tomatoes with fruit that rival Brandywine in flavor 

and popularity. One of the best tasting Russians, this “sleeper” 

is also perfect for cooler nights. (I) 80 days   

*We proudly offer you this variety from our own saved seed 

 
 

 

 

CELEBRITY -- This AAS Award Winner established a 

new standard for main-crop hybrids with multiple disease 

resistance. Highly adaptable from Canada to the South 

America. Medium-sized, globe fruits are crack resistant and 

come in at about 7oz. Good for novice gardners. 

(SD) 70 days VFFNTASt 
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RED & PINK-RED TOMATOES 
(CONT’D) 

 

CHAMPION II -- Features even more disease resistance 

than the original.  High yields of red, solid, meaty fruit with 

just the right sweetness.  Makes a delicious sandwich tomato! 

(I) 65 days  

 

 
 

CLINT EASTWOOD’S ROWDY RED -- The 

original breeder, Archie Millet, spent over 50 years at the 

University of California crossing thousands of his favorite 

varieties to produce a disease resistant tomato with intense 

flavor. The tall plant produces lots of 6+ oz, deep red, 

round fruits with robust “not for sissies” tomatoey flavor. Its 

fruity sweetness is perfectly balanced with plenty of acidity, 

earthy nuances and complexity. (I) 78 days OP 
 

 

 

COSMONAUT VOLKOV -- An out of this 

world HEIRLOOM tomato from the Ukraine! It was a 

favorite of Good Earth and PPUG across the board. It 

set our taste buds flying high with its rich, deep, balanced 

sweet and tangy flavor. Plants produce 2-3-inch fruit that’s 

deep orange/red fruit with green tinged shoulders.  

(I) 72 days OP 
 

 

COSTOLUTO GENOVESE -- A Italian, heat-loving,  

HEIRLOOM tomato that has been enjoyed for many 

generations along the Mediterranean. Large, deep-red fruits have 

a singularly fluted profile, are deeply ridged, and heavily lobed. 

Meaty, full-flavored, slightly tart and delicious. Because of its 

scalloped edges, it has also been known as the ‘Ugly Tomato’ 

but is perfect for use in an arrangement of different colored 

slices of tomatoes. Makes a rich and pungent pasta sauce.  

(I) 78 days 
 

 

https://cdn3.volusion.com/ph9xz.o9ecs/v/vspfiles/photos/TF-0123-2.jpg?1436266354
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RED & PINK-RED TOMATOES 

(CONT’D) 

 
 

DELICIOUS (Beefsteak) -- An excellent HEIRLOOM 

slicer, with most fruits over 1 pound some 2-3 lbs. It still holds 

the world record of over 7 lbs. for a single fruit. Above average 

yields of globe to ribbed-shaped beefsteaks that are smooth, 

solid and seldom crack. The scarlet-red fruits have small seed 

cavities, nearly solid meat and excellent flavors. (I) 77+ days 
 

 

 

DONA -- Another sought-after but hard-to-find (in the U.S.) 

French HEIRLOOM variety. This one was bred for European 

specialty markets, where flavor and quality standards are 

uncompromising. Slightly flattened, almost seedless with a 

sweet/acid balance that few modern tomatoes can match. Highly 

productive plants yield deep red 6 oz. juicy fruits that are smooth, 

meaty and have good disease resistance. (I) 75 days 

  
 

DRUZBA -- A Bulgarian family HEIRLOOM 

introduced in 1995 by Carolyn Male with seeds provided by 

Norbert Parreira of Hellimer, France. (Druzhba means 

friendship in Bulgarian.) Heavy yields of 6-8 oz. smooth, 

blemish-free, round, deep-red, juicy, tomatoes. Excellent, 

robust, sweet/tart, juicy flavors. A favored variety for farmers 

market. Good disease resistance. (I) 80 days 

 

 

 

EARLY GIRL -- Ever popular and dependable, one of the 

earliest tomatoes with meaty, red, tasty fruits. Hardy vines 

produce heavy yields. Disease resistant and uniformly round 

fruit. (I) 55 days  
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RED & PINK-RED TOMATOES 

(CONT’D) 
 

FANTASTIC -- Scarlet 3-5” medium globe shaped fruit, 

surprising beefsteak flavor in a smaller package. Hearty yields, 

extremely crack resistant and good for canning. (I) 65 days VFA 

 
 

 

 

FOURTH OF JULY aka Early Doll -- One of our earliest 

varieties, with the deep red tasty fruit ripening in early summer, 

hence the name. Big enough for slicing, they are extra juicy yet 

firm, and bear in clusters of 6 to 8. (I) 49-55 days 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GIANT DOOCHOV – This Russian 

HEIRLOOM comes from Ruslan Doochov, 4th generation 

tomato farmer whom is known to have the largest private 

collection of plants and vegetables in the Ukraine. Large  

1-2lb. fruit great for sandwiches and slicing in general. 

(I) 78 days 
  

 

 

GLASNOST -- Russian for “publicity” an open-

pollinated variety from Siberia producing 3" smooth, red-

orange, dense, meaty fruit with excellent flavor. Slightly 

oblong fruit that are perfect for slicing.  (I) 71 days OP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://cdn3.volusion.com/ph9xz.o9ecs/v/vspfiles/photos/TF-0193D-2.jpg?1433786715
https://cdn3.volusion.com/ph9xz.o9ecs/v/vspfiles/photos/TF-0199-2.jpg?1433830296
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RED & PINK-RED TOMATOES 

(CONT’D) 
 

GREGORI’S ALTAI -- Siberian HEIRLOOM from the 

Altai Mountain on the Chinese-Russian boarder. 3-4” deep pink 

globe-shaped fruit. Cousin to Sasha’s Altai, a longtime favorite. 

(I) 90 days OP 
 

 

 

 

 
 

HOMESLICE -- Looking for a compact delicious slicer? This 

little homie only gets 18-24” tall and is perfect for containers. 

Poppin’ early it keeps it fresh all summer long with perfect 6-8 

oz. flashy red fruit. (D) 63 days VF 

 

 

 

 

 

ISPOLIN (Beefsteak) -- This rare Siberian 

HEIRLOOM is one of the biggest Russians available. 

Plants can reach 12’ if not pruned and produce lots of  

1-2 lb. dark pink-red tomatoes up to 4” across with 

superb, earthy, sweet tomatoey flavors. Good for cool 

climates and a delicious sandwich or salad tomato.  

(I) 72 days OP 

 

 

 

 

JET STAR -- This variety is perfect for those who want a 

low acid, meaty tomato and lots of them. Compact plants 

will not take over the garden and ripening tomatoes are less 

likely to crack than many others. With moderate disease 

resistance, Jet Star is a reliable mid-season producer that will 

keep going until frost. (I) 72 days 
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RED & PINK-RED TOMATOES 
(CONT’D) 

 

 

 

LISA KING -- The return of the Lisa King HEIRLOOM 

tomato thought to be lost to time returns! Immensely deep pink 

beefsteak with real old-fashioned tomato flavor. Large 6’ plants 

produce mid-season a lot of blemish free fruit that is perfect for 

slicing. B.L.Ts, burgers and sandwiches will be thanking you for 

putting a slice of Lisa King between their buns. (D) 80 days 

 

 

 

 

MARGLOBE -- Bred in 1917 from the now believed to be 

extinct Marvel and Globe varieties. Round mostly blemish free 

light red in color Verticillium and Fusarium wilt resistant.   

(D) 75 days  

 

 

 

  

MATINA -- German HEIRLOOM that produces early 

and often and will keep producing through a long season. Hearty 

beefsteak flavor packed into these scrumptious 2 to 4 oz. fruit, 

that grow in big clusters. Large potato-leaved plants ideal for 

gardens and raised beds especially in short season locations.  

(I) 58 days 

 

 

 

 

MOMOTARO aka Tough Boy -- This is the most popular 

tomato in Japan.  Plants produce abundant crops of round, red, 

medium sized 6-8 oz. and perfectly smooth fruit. Their taste is 

wonderful, intensely rich and sweet, with just the right amount of 

acid. (I) 74 days 
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RED & PINK-RED TOMATOES 
(CONT’D) 

 

MUSHROOM BASKET -- Large and uniform 

in size, however the pleated edges add a unique beauty to 

this tomato. Excellent for slicing, solid and meaty without 

many seeds. Originally a Russian variety this one does very 

well in Colorado despite being slightly longer around 

75days to ripen. A must try for anyone looking for a larger 

unique tomato. (D) 75 days 

 

 

PATIO – Can be grown on decks, courtyards or anywhere space 

is limited. Attractive, deep green foliage and bright red, 3-4 oz 

flavorful tomatoes make these 2 ft. tall plants perfect for containers. 

This plant amazes us every year with just how exquisitely 

symmetrical it looks as it grows (D) 70 days 

 
 
 

PONDEROSA PINK -- aka Henderson’s Ponderosa 

(Beefsteak) – HEIRLOOM introduced in 1891 by Peter 

Henderson. A returning personal favorite and a go-to big slicer, 1–

2 lb.  smooth beefsteak with few seeds and lots of tomato meat with 

rich complex flavors. Late producer, but totally worth the wait. Use 

a wall o’ water to extend this one. (I) 86 days OP 

 

 

 

 
ROSE DE BERNE - Thin-skinned Swiss HEIRLOOM, 

juicy balanced flavor with just a touch of zip. A beautiful 

name to coincide with good looking red-pink blemish 

free, perfect orb shaped 6-8 oz. fruit. (I) 75 days 

 

 

 

Katlin & Kyle’s Garden 2017 
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RED & PINK-RED TOMATOES 
(CONT’D) 

 

 

SASHA’S ALTAI -- A superb Russian HEIRLOOM. 

Hearty plant which produces very good yields of 4-6 oz. thin-

skinned, bright red, slightly flattened, round tomatoes with an 

award-winning complex flavor. Fruit sets well in cooler climates 

and high altitudes. Seeds are extremely rare and hard to find. 

Good for containers and small gardens. (I) 57 days 
 

 

 

SIBERIAN -- An HEIRLOOM smuggled out of 

Russia in the 1970s (not by us), this could be the earliest of 

them all. In addition to earliness, it is capable of setting fruit 

at 38 degrees. Abundant clusters of up to 4 oz., bright red, 
round, juicy fruit that is surprisingly flavorful for such an 

early tomato. Desirable choice for higher elevations, or just 

to be picking tomatoes in June. Good in containers or for 

small gardens. (D) 48 + days 

 

 

 

 

SIOUX -- Classic American HEIRLOOM released in 

1944 by the University of Nebraska, quickly it became a staple 

throughout the Midwest as it consistently outperformed other 

heavy yielders.  2 ½” round, red fruit exploding with flavor and 

a nip of tartness. Produces copiously even in warm dry 

regions. (I) 78 days  
 

 

SLAVA -- A HEIRLOOM potato leaf variety from 

Czech Republic. Name means Glory. A wonderful, prolific, 

2-inch, red, round, early tomato. A winner on our farm. 

Delicious. Rare. Blight resistant. (I) 65 days 
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RED & PINK-RED TOMATOES 
(CONT’D) 

 

STUPICE (say “stoo-PEECH-ka”) --  or as Mike 

McWilliams calls it “Stupify” - This Czechoslovakian HEIRLOOM 

is cold tolerant and very early, like Siberian. It bears an 

abundance of very sweet, flavorful 2-3” deep red fruit. A 1988 

comparative tasting in San Francisco gave it first place in the 

“early tomato” category for its sweet/acid tomatoey flavor, often 

compared to Brandywine. Siberian may have the bragging rights 

for the earliest cold tolerant tomato, but this one is far superior 

in taste. Great container or small garden choice. (D) 52 days 
 

 

SUNSET’S RED HORIZON aka Rostov -- 
Native to southern Russia brought to the west by Nick Peplenov 

in 1999, as seeds to one of his favorite HEIRLOOM varieties 

originating in the Rostov Don region. Grown and named by 

renowned US grower/seedsman Gary Ibsen for a 2003 Sunset 

Magazine. 4-6-inch heart shaped meaty fruit. Despite being large 

they are one of the early ones to ripen. They do well in the cold 

and have even been known to withstand some frost and last 

longer than most into the fall. Very resistant to blossom end rot 

and cracking. (I) 72 days 

 

 

THESSALONIKI -- The pride of Greece this 

HEIRLOOM tomato is a top performer. Uniform baseball 

size tomatoes, blemish free. They seem to outlast all others 

if left a little longer on the vine even after turning red. Flavor 

is mild but good. Its consistency, disease resistance and 

early producing make it a great choice to take to 

market…..We can all thank Mr. Moore for insisting we do 

what was left of the seeds we had in 2017, because we 

weren’t planning on doing it again. We planted 13 seeds 

and tried one and we loved it… so it’s back and here to stay! 

 (I) 69 days 
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RED & PINK-RED TOMATOES 
(CONT’D) 

 

 

 

 
ULTIMATE OPENER -- Frequently, early tomatoes are 

under-sized and have marginal flavor. This red tomato, 

developed by the same breeder of Early Girl and Better Boy, 

produces fruits about 33% larger than Early Girl with marvelous 

flavor that’s sweet and juicy. (I) 55 days 

 

 

 

 

 VINTAGE WINE -- Vintage Wine was 

developed from one of the lines of Tom Wagner’s Brandy 

Stripe tomato. Introduced by K. Sahin, Zaden B.V., 

Netherlands, in 1998. A wonderful HEIRLOOM addition 

to your garden. Potato leaf plants produces abundant crops 

of pink with gold-stripes that are not overly pronounced. 

Popular with growers and farmers markets for flavor and 

consistency. Amazing chopped in a fresh salad. (I) 84 days 
 

 

 

 

WINS ALL -- Like a Millennial; this tomato doesn’t know 

anything about losing. The love child of a 1920s breeder and a 

classy Ponderosa Pink tomato. It gives you all the robust 

complex flavors of PP with even better disease and blossom-

end rot resistance. Beefy plants produce blemish less, round 

1lb. pink fruit. (I) 80 days 

https://www.tomatofest.com/Vintage_Wine_p/tf-0564.htm
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TOMATOES OF A DIFFERENT COLOR 

Blacks**Blues**Purples 
 

When we first started specializing in providing unique varieties to Southern Colorado 

gardeners, I thought, “Who would eat a brown or purple tomato?”  Then I tried one.  Now, 

if I were only going to grow 4 plants, 2 of them would be from this group.  Their flavors are 

rich and complex and their colors are Instagram worthy. No filters needed. See the 

descriptions below. 

 

ANANAS NOIRE (aka BLACK PINEAPPLE)  

(Beefsteak) -- This Belgian HEIRLOOM’s French name 

means black pineapple. Its fruit is about the same size 

 (1-1½ lb). as Pineapple (see bi-color) but its color is totally 

different. The exterior is dark purple and green with pink 

blotches and a touch of yellow; with a distinctive streaked 

interior that resembles a tie-dye pattern of pink, red, green 

and yellow. It delivers a complex, hearty tomato taste that’s 

both sweet and rich, with a wallop of acidity and smoky 

undertones. Makes a great tomato sauce if you don’t eat them 

all first.(I) 80-85 days 
 

 

BLACK BEAUTY – Whoaa Black Beauty Bam 

ba Lam Whoa Black Beauty Bam ba Lam…Pink 

Berkeley Tie-Dye Had a Child Bam ba Lam Damn 

Thing Gone Wild Blam ba Lammm…Truly a wild and 

magnificent variety, the darkest tomato we know of. Rich 

earthy flavors. Fruit size can vary a little bit. Beauty is high in 

the antioxidant anthocyanin (blueberries and blackberries) 

making it beautiful and nutritious. Unsure about precise day 

length, but we think on the longer side. (I) 80 days approx. 
 
 

BRANDYWINE, BLACK (Beefsteak) -- A 

prolific producer of dark, purplish, deep mahogany ¾-1lb. 

fruit. This HEIRLOOM beefsteak has the same luscious 

flavor as its pink sister, with the richness of black tomato 

taste (think Merlot). (I) 80 days 

*We proudly offer you this variety from our own saved 

seed 

https://www.tomatofest.com/Ananas_Noire_Tomato_Seeds_p/tf-0020a.htm
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Blacks**Blues**Purples 
(CONT’D) 

 

BLACK FROM TULA (Beefsteak) -- This Russian 

HEIRLOOM is one of the largest black varieties with 3-4” 

slightly flattened (good for slicing) fruit, which weighs up to ¾ 

lb. Dark mahogany brown-red with green shoulders, the fruit 

is round and smooth, not ribbed like many beefsteaks. 

Deliciously salty, smokey fruit flavors. This one is sure to 

please. (I) 75-80 days 

*We proudly offer you this variety from our own saved seed 

 

 

BLACK KRIM (Beefsteak) -- This rare HEIRLOOM 

is originally from the former Soviet Union. It produces 

outstanding yields of 3-4”, 10-12 oz., slightly flattened, 

mahogany (slightly maroon) fruit with deep green shoulders. 

Fantastic, intense, slightly salty taste (great for those not 

wanting to add salt). Suitable for containers and patio gardens. 

Perfect choice for slicing, salads and cooking. (I) 75 days 
 

 

 

 BLACK PRINCE -- This HEIRLOOM is one of the 

most sought-after and hard-to-find black tomatoes. 

Originally from Irkutsk in the Siberian region of Russia. 

Professional chefs rave about its rich flavor. Deep garnet-

colored skin on round, 2”, 2-3 oz. tomatoes, which are full 

of juice and have incredibly rich fruity flavor. Perfect for 

small gardens, containers and cool night areas. Eaten fresh, 

in sauces and other culinary delights, this one promises to 

satisfy. (I) 70-80 days 

 

 

 BLACK SEA MAN -- A hardy Russian 

HEIRLOOM that looks odd with a slightly plum shape but 

tastes delicious. Tangy, full bodied tomato flavor in a 

medium fruit that can get up to 8 oz. with brown-black skins 

and pink shoulders. This is a short potato leaf plant that does 

best when started early in the season. (D) 75 days  

https://www.tomatofest.com/Black_from_Tula_Heirloom_Tomato_p/tf-0062.htm
https://www.tomatofest.com/Black_Prince_Heirloom_Tomato_Seeds_p/tf-0065.htm
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Blacks**Blues**Purples 
(CONT’D) 

 

BLACK ZEBRA --  A HEIRLOOM that produces 

vigorous, indeterminate, regular-leaf tomato plants that 

produce 4 oz., 1½", juicy, round tomatoes with 

purple/mahogany-colored skin with green stripes (like brush 

strokes) with exceptionally rich, complex, really delightful 

tomato flavors that contain hints of smoke and sweetness. Its 

flavor also carries the rich complexity associated with the best 

of black tomatoes. This is one of our favorites for looks and 

taste. Once tried, you will keep this black tomato a place in 

your garden. (I) 85 days 
 

BRAD’S BLACK HEART -- Originated 

from the not so black heart of California grower Brad Gates 

of Wild Boar Farms. Regular leaf slightly droopy 

foliage carries heavy amounts of black heart shaped 10 oz. 

fruit; sometimes very pointed, sometimes not. A rich sweet 

complexion of flavors on par with any black tomato out 

there. Does well in both cool and hot situations, relatively 

short for an Ox-Heart shape. (I) 75 days OP 

 

CARBON -- This HEIRLOOM is a beautiful deep 

purple/brown on the outside with a deep brick-red interior 

and is among the darkest of black tomatoes.  
It won a taste test of heirlooms at the Cornell Research 

Farm. Yields prolific amounts of medium to large 8-14 oz. 

fruit with exceptionally rich, yet sweet, complex flavors.  

(I) 76 days 

 

CHEROKEE PURPLE (Beefsteak) -- An  

HEIRLOOM which originates from the Native American 

Cherokee tribe in Tennessee. Productive plants producing 

loads of thin-skinned, dusky rose to purple colored, 8-12oz. 

tomatoes with deep brick-red interior flesh and dark 

shoulders. Tolerant of mild drought, as well as to common 

diseases. Rich, complex, sweet flavors make it one of the 

best tasting heirlooms. (I) 80 days 

 

https://cdn3.volusion.com/ph9xz.o9ecs/v/vspfiles/photos/TF-0076A-2.jpg?1528360474
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Blacks**Blues**Purples 
(CONT’D) 

 

DWARF PURPLE HEART -- It might be a 

dwarf, but this variety branches out like a sycamore and gets 

covered in bunches of 6 oz. to 1 lb. beautifully dark, rich 

heart shaped fruit. This tomato has had many esteemed 

contributors to its development and is associated with the 

Open Seed Source Initiative (OSSI). (D) 70 days 

 

 

 

GOOSECREEK BLACK -- This HEIRLOOM 

seed was given to us the spring of 2012 by Larry Stebbins of 

Pikes Peak Urban Gardens and we fell in love.  

This mid-season tomato bears bountiful tennis ball size fruit 

with a hint of smokiness.  The flesh is juicy and meaty yet 

firm with a delightful creamy texture. The slightly acidic 

taste blends well with the rugged fruity sweetness. Larry's 

wife Anna describes them as "just plain yummy". They stand 

up well to heat if the soil is deep and rich and kept moist 

but not wet during the fruiting period. Thanks again Larry 

for the seeds and the picture!  

(I) 70-80 days 
*We proudly offer you this variety from our own saved 

seed provided by Larry Stebbins and PPUG 

 

JAPANESE BLACK TRIFELE -- This highly 

prized HEIRLOOM commands huge prices at specialty 

markets, when it can be found. From Russia, the short 

potato-leaved plants yield prolific quantities of 6 oz. fruit, 

which looks like a beautiful mahogany-colored Bartlett pear 

with green shoulders. Very tasty flesh with a meaty core. 

One of the blackest varieties available, it is a work of art 

sliced out on a plate. It is a real palate-pleaser with its 

extraordinary rich and complex flavors. (I) 81 days 

 

 

 

https://cdn3.volusion.com/ph9xz.o9ecs/v/vspfiles/photos/TF-0153D10-3T.jpg?1540833669
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Blacks**Blues**Purples 
(CONT’D) 

 

NYAGOUS -- A prolific rare Russian HEIRLOOM. 

2008 was the first year we offered these black-purple 

tomatoes and they performed and looked beautiful in our 

own garden. Smooth, round-oval, blemish-free on the 

outside; these 6-8 oz. fruits are firm with excellent texture, 

sweet complex flavors and have a clean acidic finish. This 

one is a real keeper. (I) 75-80 days 

*We proudly offer you this variety from our own saved 

seed 

 
 

PAUL ROBESON (Beefsteak) -- Back by popular 

demand! This famous Russian HEIRLOOM was named after 

the operatic artist who won acclaim as an advocate of equal 

rights for Blacks and was especially admired in the Soviet 

Union. Originally from Siberia, it sets fruit at cooler 

temperatures and grows to 4” wide. Slightly flattened and 

round, its deep rich color (a dusky, dark red with dark green 

shoulders and red flesh) sets it apart from others. Very 

flavorful fruits with luscious, earthy, exotic flavors and a good 

acid/sweet balance. (I) 74 days 

 

 

TIM’S BLACK RUFFLE’S -- This fantastic  

HEIRLOOM tomato is a cross of Black Krim and Zapotec  

Pink Pleated. After several seasons of experimentation this 

tomato was stabilized. This variety produces large, regular-leaf 

tomato plants that yield the most beautiful 8-10 oz. brilliant 

garnet purple and pleated tomatoes. Plant is a moderate to 

heavy producer of fruit. Fruit is packed with the delicious 

flavors you would expect from the best of the black tomatoes. 

Sweet, well-balanced and meaty. Makes a great purple tomato 

sauce and addition to tomato salad. Rare tomato seeds.  

(I) 78 days 
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TOMATOES OF A DIFFERENT COLOR 

 

 

 

AUNT RUBYS GERMAN GREEN 

(Beefsteak) -- Green HEIRLOOM beefsteak from Ruby 

Arnold of Greensville, Tennessee. Green with a hint of yellow 

1lb fruit slightly flattened that is sweet with a skoch of spicy tang 

and acidity. Highly sought after for a large short season green. 

 (I) 70 days 

 

 

 

AZOYCHKA (Beefsteak) -- This Russian HEIRLOOM 

is another favorite of Jimmy Williams, author of From Seed to 

Skillet. This delightfully smaller (for a beefsteak) 8 oz. tomato 

matures so early that it will be one of the first to ripen in your 

garden. The beautifully smooth, shimmering, lemon-yellow fruit 

is very flavorful, rich but sweet, with a delicious hint of citrus. 

Unlike most yellow tomatoes, this variety has a good acidic 

balance. Good choice for high altitudes and cooler nights. One 

of the top yellow tomatoes. (I) 70 days 

 

 

BLACK VERNISSAGE -- Large plump cherry 

tomato; excellent producer from beginning to end of 

season. Fresh eating if picked early seems to be best. 

Otherwise, people love these roasted or in sauces. Like a 

lot of black tomatoes, they are full of complex flavors.  

(I) 75 days 
 
 

 

BLUE BEAUTY -- A cross between Beauty King 

and a blue tomato. Medium to large 4-8 oz. fruit. Good and 

meaty tomatoes great for slicing and solid production.  

(I) 80 days 

 

https://cdn3.volusion.com/ph9xz.o9ecs/v/vspfiles/photos/TF-0033-2.jpg?1432565302
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(CONT’D) 
 

Cosmic Eclipse --- Smaller 2-3 oz. fruit, but don’t let that 

fool you! his tomato is packed with flavor that eclipses others of 

its size. Maybe the most beautiful combination of colors in any 

tomato that change as it ripens. Settling to a deep red with green 

stripes and patches of vibrant black (anthocyanin). Produces 

well through the season with a regular supply of ripe tomatoes. 

(I) 70 days  

 
 

 

Dark Galaxy -- I mean wow, this is a beautiful 

tomato. Has a great down-to-earth balanced flavor of 

acid and sweet; a new personal favorite of ours. The 

marks on the tomato are normal and unnoticeable as 

you devour them. Some legends claim this tomato was 

birthed from nothing by the universe itself in a long-

forgotten sector of dark matter…or Brad Gates and 

Wild Boar farms created another wonderful 
masterpiece, I’ll let you decide. Production is solid, 

plenty to eat, but not overwhelming. Plants have blue 

hues on stems as well. (I) 76 days 
 

DWARF BRANDYFRED -- Beefy 10-16 oz. 

tomatoes copiously produce from start to finish. A well-rounded 

complex flavor, but more balanced than some other blacks. 

Smooth purple to deep red color; often crack free. Would do 

well in a medium to large container. This variety is associated with the 

Open Seed Source intuitive (OSSI). (I) 75 days 

 

DWARF FRED’S TIE-DYE -- Regular rugose 

leafed plants produce medium size ½ lb. fruit. Deep purples with 

reds; green and yellow stripes; or all the above. Beautiful and 

delicious, similar fruit to Pink Berkeley Tie-Dye but better suited  

for containers. Flavor is some acid and tomatoey taste with 

undertones of sweet (I) 75 days 

 

Katlin & Kyle’s Garden 2017 

https://cdn3.volusion.com/ph9xz.o9ecs/v/vspfiles/photos/TF-0076A7-4T.jpg?1540794206
https://cdn3.volusion.com/ph9xz.o9ecs/v/vspfiles/photos/TF-0177P4-5T.jpg?1540882409
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(CONT’D) 

 

 

DWARF ULURU OCHRE -- First of its name 

first of its color, conqueror of the sweet master of tart… as far as 

we know the first black/orange tomato variety truly mixing colors 

that can vary slightly. Always producing unique and always 

brilliant. Flavor can differ slightly season to season but at its best 

is smoky and vibrant with flavor. (I) 65 days  
 
 

 

GET STUFFED -- Finally you can tell your friends 

to “Get Stuffed” in a loving way. Gorgeous in color and great 

for... you guessed it-stuffing! Shaped like a bell pepper average 6 

oz. fruit has easily removal seeds when chopped in half and 

scooped out. Works well raw filled with salads or other cold 

stuffing. To really show off, use it stuffed and baked just like a 

pepper. It holds up extremely well but may take a little practice  

to master. Powdery mildew resistant. (I) 75 days OP 

 

 

 

GREEN ZEBRA -- This HEIRLOOM produces 2” round 

fruit which ripens to a yellow-gold with dark green zebra-like 

stripes. The flesh is lime-emerald in color that has an invigorating 

lemon-lime flavor. A great green tomato for brightening up salads 

and other tomato dishes. (I) 75 days 

 

 

HILLBILLY -- Ohio HEIRLOOM originally 

from the mountains of West Virginia. Ohio gardener Jerry Lee 

Bosner introduced this variety to the Seed Savers Exchange for 

commercial use in 1994 and it has been shinning ever since. 

Regular leaf plants produce large 1lb yellow dappled with red 

fruit. (I) 85days 

https://cdn3.volusion.com/ph9xz.o9ecs/v/vspfiles/photos/TF-0511C-2T.jpg?1540902617
https://cdn3.volusion.com/ph9xz.o9ecs/v/vspfiles/photos/TF-0511C-4T.jpg?1540902617
https://cdn3.volusion.com/ph9xz.o9ecs/v/vspfiles/photos/TF-0242-3T.jpg?1436765353
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(CONT’D) 
 

JAUNE FLAMME -- Extremely prolific, gourmet French 

HEIRLOOM that bears in clusters of 6. Beautiful 1½” round 

tomatoes are persimmon-orange inside and out. Delicious full-

bodied flavors that literally burst in your mouth. Good in salads, 

but also makes a great flavored sauce. Great for a novice gardener, 

does well in containers. One many people here consistently grow at 

home year; after year; just ask Gretchen. (I) 70 days 
 

KENTUCKY BEEFSTEAK -- Prized 

winning HEIRLOOM from the hills of Kentucky. 

Absolute unit of a plant and fruit 14-18oz. + to match, 

this Kentucky boy needs a hefty cage and lots of sun to 

reach full potential, it’s long days so starting it the bigger 

the better and growing with other shorter season tomatoes 

is advised for best personal success. Perfect slicer overall 

and well-balanced beefsteak flavor. (I) 100 days 

 

LARGE BARRED BOAR – Here’s another example 

of the WILD BOAR SERIES   who provides ample amounts 

of fruit. Also beautiful in color of pink-brown fruits with bright 

green stripes. The fruit can be upwards of 8-12 oz.  Rich and 

delicious; it’s meaty with lots of flavor. (I) 65-75 days 
 

LUCID GEM – Brad Gates and Wild Boar 

Farms deliver another masterpiece! Winner of the sweetest 

tomato award at the 2017 National HEIRLOOM Expo. A 

Beefsteak slicing-type with stunning fruit, inside and out! This 

sister selection to Blue Beauty yields loads of 5 oz. very meaty 

fruit that contains few seeds. First, they ripen yellow, then more 

toward orange when very ripe. Incredibly attractive with the 

black anthocyanin splashes really contrasting with the lighter 

colored skin. The uniquely sweet, juicy flesh is marbled yellow 

to red and the flavor is fruity and superb. Unusually heat-

tolerant and lasts very well on and off the vine. (I) 80days 

https://cdn3.volusion.com/ph9xz.o9ecs/v/vspfiles/photos/TF-0278-3T.jpg?1434128574
https://wildboarfarms.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/WILD-BOAR-FARMS-LUCID-GEM-2.jpg
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(CONT’D) 

MINT JULEP aka Michael Pollan -- Introducing 

another WILD BOAR SERIES   member who sports a 

lime green, pear-shaped with yellow striped skin. It ripens 

to yellow and has a sweet and fruity flavor with a hint of 

tartness. This striking tomato bears 1-2 oz. fruit which has 

produced as much as 5 gallons from one plant.  It was 

named after Michael Pollan who is an author, journalist 

and activist. (I)  80 days 
 

 
OLD GERMAN -- She ain’t no old bitty. 

HEIRLOOM originally grown in Virginia by the Mennonite 

community. Huge 1 ½ - 2 lb. yellow skin with red and pink 

streaks, mellow balanced flavor and a hint of fruity sweetness. 

The meatiness and size make this an all-time great slicer.  

(I) 85 days 

 
 
PEPPERMINT -- Red/pink stripped with yellow streaks that 

can become more prominent as it ripens. This sweet flavored 

bi-color a solid meaty addition to any garden. 

(I) 81 days 

 

 

 

 

 

PINEAPPLE (Beefsteak) -- This 2 lb. HEIRLOOM 

bi-color, slightly flattened tomato has red blushing and streaks 

on its primarily yellow-orange outside and this incredible red 

starburst on the inside with few seeds. Taste is wonderfully 

mild, but rich with tropical, fruity, sweet flavors and lots of 

juice. This one really “wowed” us and we had abundant yields. 

(I) 85 days 
 

 

https://cdn3.volusion.com/ph9xz.o9ecs/v/vspfiles/photos/TF-0377-2T.jpg?1434783556
https://www.rareseeds.com/peppermint-tomato/
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(CONT’D) 

 

PINK BERKELEY TIE-DYE -- Every bite of 

this psychedelic-colored beefsteak-type tomato is an 

experience! This big and beefy tomato can reach 8-12 

oz. with a rare blend of sweet, spice and acidic flavor. 

The green skin with yellow streaks leads to the bright 

interior flesh of trails of red, green and yellow. It’s 

colorful to say the least. The relatively compact plants 

produce early for such a large tomato.  

(I) 65-75 days OP 

 

 

Pink Boar -- Round, vibrant 4oz. perfection. A little 

long to ripen, but totally worth the wait. Pinkish color 

highlighted with green stripes, almost opposite in color of 

Green Zebra. Juicy and small just about twice the size of a 

cherry. (I) 80 days 

 

 

PORK CHOP -- This tomato variety is also from 

WILD BOAR SERIES by Brad Gates. It has large10 oz. 

fruits that are true lemon-yellow. A flat shouldered tomato 

that matures from yellow with green stripes to bright gold. 

We found it to be sweet in flavor with a hint of citrus and by 

popular vote the best yellow in 2015. Also, a favorite with our 

friends at PPUG. (I) 80 days 

 

 

PRIMARY COLORS -- Extremely exotic in 

looks and taste this hard to find variety is truly 

unique. Small fruit up to a few ounces; yellow 

highlighted by faint white stripes and a splash of blue 

or purple poured over the top. Color seems to be 

more prominent with full sun exposure.  

(I) 70-80 days OP 

Katlin & Kyle’s Garden 2017 

http://www.tradewindsfruit.com/primary-colors-tomato-seeds
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(CONT’D) 
 

SOLAR FLARE -- Strikingly gorgeous red fruits are  
6 – 10 oz. beefsteaks with gold stripes. Luscious and meaty 

with a slightly sweet and full tomato flavor.  

Good scab resistance. (I) 75 days 
 

 

 

 
 

STRIPES OF YORE -- An uncommon small/medium 

slicing variety. Flavor is mild for a dark tomato. Foliage can 

be sparse but contributes to striping and helps it produce well. 

Some fruit come out with a redder tint, but most are yellow 

with blue anthos striping. (I) 75 days OP 

 

 

THORBURN’S TERRA COTTA -- This one 

has been around awhile since 1893 when James Thorburn of 

New York introduced it. A beautifully colored tomato that 

will hold its color and make an artistic sauce of bronzy hue. 

The only thing more vibrant than its color is the flavor. Truly 

unique, earthy and full of flavor; like no other yellow or 

orange tomato I have had. Produces well mid-season until it 

cools off. Some top cracking is regular but has no effect on 

the flavor and is worth overlooking. Perfect for slicing. 

(I) 75-80 days 
 

 

 

VIRGINIA SWEETS (Beefsteak) -- This HEIRLOOM 

variety is simply one of the best tasting, best producing gold-red 

bi-colors ever grown. On top of that, the tomatoes are 

stunningly beautiful and enormous, weighing at least 1 lb. each. 

Golden yellow tomatoes with distinct ribbing are colored with 

red stripes that turn into a ruby blush on top of the golden fruit. 

Flavor is sweet and rich while harvests are abundant. 

(I) 80 days  
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(CONT’D) 
 

WAGNER BLUE GREEN -- Lovely round 

blue skin tomatoes with green meatiness. Developed by 

renowned Heirloom/Open Pollinated tomato breeder 

Tom Wagner. No other color combo will impress and 

bewilder some like this tomato. Not to mention, a dang 

good tasting one at that. Good amount of medium 4-6oz. 

fruit (I) 75 days 
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CHERRIES, GRAPES 

& SMALL FRUITED TOMATOES 
Not all cherries are sweet, some are sassy, please read descriptions 

 
AUSTIN’S RED PEAR -- Large 2 oz. lightbulb 

shaped red tomato, usually a little beefier than it’s yellow 

cousin. Large bushy plants can get 6’ or taller. Excellent 

flavor for snacking off the vine or great in salads.  

(I) 78 days 

 

 

BLACK CHERRY -- This variety is the only true black 

cherry. Vigorous, tall plants produce heavy yields with 

huge clusters. Fruits are 1” round, deep purple-mahogany 

and have that irresistible delicious, sweet, rich, complex, 

full tomato flavor we’ve come to appreciate and respect in 

black tomatoes. This unique variety is beautiful to mix with 

other colored cherries in a salad. 

(I) 64 days OP 

 

 

 

BLONDKOPFCHEN -- This delightful little 

HEIRLOOM yellow tomato is one of the sweetest ones 

you’ll find. The name means “Little Blond Girl” in 

German. She won’t stay little very long, like a lot of 

cherries she will be a big sprawling plant that produces 20-

30 clusters of about ½” pale yellow tomatoes good for 

eating fresh. (I) 75 days  

 

 

BLUSH -- Making me blush girl… What a lovely 

tomato and it has delicious sweet flavor to match. Unique 

striping, a relative of the bumble bee series. Elongated fruit 

gives it an elegant appearance on and off the vine.  

(I) 75 days 
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CHERRIES, GRAPES 

& SMALL FRUITED TOMATOES 
(CONT’D) 

 

 

BRAD’S ATOMIC GRAPE -- I’ve never seen 

anything quite like this one. I’ve counted as many 

as 5 different colors on a single tomato for this 

unique elongated grape tomato. The flavor is 

powerful, a bit of sweet with a lot of tomato and 

earthy tones to it. (I) 75 days   

 

 

 

CAPPUCINO -- Reddish brown fruit 

consistent in color all the way through, generously sized 

for a cherry and an abundant producer. More of a 

tomatoey cherry flavor than sweet-similar to chocolate 

cherry.Large early producing plants.(I) 65days OP 

 

CHERRY FALLS -- See Hanging Basket tomatoes at the end of the book 

 

 

CHOCOLATE CHERRY -- Extremely flavorful, uniform 

round fruits in trusses of 8, each measuring 1” in diameter. 

These mahogany brown, bite-size morsels can be picked several 

days before completely mature and allowed to ripen off the vine 

without sacrificing quality. They always produce very well in our 

garden. (I) 70 days OP 

 

 

CLACKAMAS BLUEBERRY -- Thank you Tom Wagner 

for this amazing variety, the richness of anthocyanins gives this 

tomato its blue color. The plant also has a purple hue to the 

stem and produces abundant clusters of blue fruit larger than 

most cherries. The flavor closely resembles a meld between a 

cherry and a traditional tomato. (I) 70-75 days 

 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjJm9DG3-vhAhWGsZ4KHaWCBLAQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fheritageseedmarket.com%2Findex.php%2Fproduct%2Fcappuccino%2F&psig=AOvVaw10kxNwdVAapZ_r46wa_1xb&ust=1556298902187944
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CHERRIES, GRAPES 

& SMALL FRUITED TOMATOES 
(CONT’D) 

  
DANCING WITH SMURFS – Wow and yes, 

they really are that color. Slightly smaller than its other blue 

cousins, this is a true cherry sized tomato with a delicious 

sweet cherry flavor. Stems and plants have a green blue color 

to them as well. Now all you need do is keep Azrael and 

Gargamel out of your garden!!! (I) 65-70 days OP 

 

 

 

ELFIN -- This variety of grape tomato has the same 

wonderful sweet flavor, size and shape of the original Grape 

tomato yet has the advantage of a smaller plant. Clusters of 

delicious, crisp, uniquely-flavored tomatoes have a sweetness 

that is unmistakably “grape”. Good for containers. (D) 55 days 

 

 

 

 

FANTASTICO -- AAS Winner. Coming in at only 15” tall 

this bad boy delivers an insane amount of small grape tomatoes. 

Suited perfectly for small containers and baskets. We grow most 

of these in 6” decorative pots that they can remain in all season 

or be transplanted if desired, these are perfect for beginners and 

small outdoor areas. (D) 60 days 
 

 

 

 

GOBSTOPPER -- This tomato has a delicate yellow skin 

and green insides that show through the thin outer yellow. 

Sweet flavor with light citrus tones. Gobstopper is supposedly 

another De-Hybridized version of Sun Gold.  

(I) 75 days OP 
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CHERRIES, GRAPES 

& SMALL FRUITED TOMATOES 
(CONT’D) 

 

 

GREEN DOCTORS -- Paging Dr. Green! Small ¾” fruit on 

long trusses jam packed with tomatoes. Comparable to green 

grape, but smaller and sweeter with a hint of tartness. A branch 

broke off mine last year, I stuck it in the ground and by the end 

of the season it produced its own fruit! (I) 75 days  

 

 
 

ISIS CANDY -- Plants produce 1” round, delightful, 

yellow-gold cherry tomatoes with red marbling that varies 

from just a blush to extensive streaking and a spectacular 

cats eye starburst on the blossom end. Very productive 

plants bear fruit throughout a long season. The delicious 

fruit is a silky blend of rich, sweet, fruity flavors. It is a 

favorite “garden candy” treat with kids. 

(I) 70 days OP 
 

 

JOLLY -- For a small tomato this one really packs that 

traditional tomato flavor punch, enough to turn your lips 

and cheeks rosy with a delightful tart pucker. 1+ oz round 

fruit with a pointed blossom end. Very disease resistant 

and a highly accomplished AAS winner. (I) 73 days 

 

LIZZANO -- See Hanging Basket sections at back. 

 

 

MEXICO MIDGET -- 2014 SSE (seed saver exchange) winner 

for taste, an old-time favorite for its sweetness and massive 

production. Trusses of 20-30 ½ inch tomatoes cluster all over 

the plant from early in the season until frost. You will have 

hundreds of these to eat during the season.  

(I) 60-70 days OP 
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CHERRIES, GRAPES 

& SMALL FRUITED TOMATOES 
(CONT’D) 

 

 

PINK BUMBLE BEE -- The Bumble Bee series of 

cherry tomatoes is sure to create excitement with its 

extraordinary beauty and superb flavor. Pink fruits flash yellow 

stripes and are crack resistant. Great for fresh tomato, basil, 

mozzarella and balsamic vinegar salads. Vigorous vines produce 

continuously over a long growing season. (I) 70 days 

 
 

 

 

PINK PING PONG -- This HEIRLOOM wasn’t named 

for its taste, but rather for its size. Vines bear prolifically with 

amazing yields of sweet, pink fruit which is juicy and bursting 

with superb flavors. Great for salads or canning; if they ever 

make it into the house. A Gretchen favorite. (I) 75 days 

 
 

PINK TIGER (Grape) -- This is a unique and very 

adaptable plant. Does well in the ground, containers or a 

greenhouse. Still grows and fruits even if temperatures are 

cool. Disease and crack resistant even with inconsistent 

watering. (I) 70 days 

 

 
 

 

SUN GOLD -- These positively luscious, thin-skinned, juicy, 

bite-sized beauties overflow with an abundance of oh-so-sweet, 

fresh-from-the-vine flavor. The only reason they make it to your 

kitchen is because they produce abundant yields from cascading 

trusses, which are smothered in fruit and bear continuously over 

the summer. One of the earliest-producing cherries.  

(I) 57 days 
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CHERRIES, GRAPES 

& SMALL FRUITED TOMATOES 
(CONT’D) 

 

SUNGELLA -- This tomato was derived from the 

extensively popular Sun Gold. This Open Pollinated derivative 

shares a similar flavor and growing habits of Sun Gold, but 

tomatoes are slightly larger on average. Heavy producer on what 

can grow to be massive vining plants. More crack resistant and 

last well in to fall. (I) 70days OP 

 

 

SUN SUGAR -- Our bestselling cherry!  Descended from 

Sun Gold, this golden-yellow cherry tomato is even sweeter, 

with superb texture and a tangy sweet, tropical flavor. Resists 

cracking. The taste of these tomatoes is so intoxicating they’re 

often eaten by the gardener and rarely make it to the table. Too 

bad? (I) 62 days  
 

 

SUPERSWEET 100- -- This is a home-gardener favorite as 

the skins are too thin for mechanized agriculture. It has more 

disease resistance than Sweet 100 while keeping the same 

fabulous taste. Small ¾-1” round, bright red tomatoes are 

deliciously sweet with a high vitamin C content. Long clusters of 

fruit, up to 100, load up on tall, vigorous plants and continue to 

bear until frost. (I) 65 days  
 

 

 
SWEET BABY GIRL -- Incredible harvest of luscious, red, 

super sweet, grape-sized fruit in long clusters on compact plants.  

Unlimited production potential of an “indeterminate” with the 

controlled growth of a “determinant”.  First “full size” cherry 

type plant that is easily grown in a container or small garden 

space. (CD) 65 days  
 

https://www.adaptiveseeds.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/p-9418-tomato_sungella1.jpg
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CHERRIES, GRAPES 

& SMALL FRUITED TOMATOES 
(CONT’D) 

 
 

 

YELLOW PEAR, BEAM’S VARIETY -- A 

selected variety of the very popular HEIRLOOM.  Huge, 

bushy plants yield huge quantities of 1 oz., 1½” long, bright 

yellow, pear-shaped, cherry tomatoes which will give you 

fruit until frost. Beautiful salad or snackin’ tomato that is 

zesty, sweet and delicious. Good producer even in cooler 

weather. (I) 71 days 
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PEAR, PLUM, ROMA, SAUCE 

& SALSAS 

 
AMISH GOLD -- A rare cross between Amish 

Paste and the cherry Sun Gold, that results in an amazing 

producer of meaty gold paste-type tomatoes that have more 

sweetness than others. Abundant crops of 1-1½ in. long fruit. 

Can be used like any paste tomato-canned, sauced anyway you 

flavor. (I) 80days 

 

 

 

AMISH PASTE -- Very productive HEIRLOOM 

from Wisconsin that dates to the turn of the century. This 

variety produces 8-12 oz. deep-red ox heart-shaped, meaty 

fruit. Probably one of the largest paste tomatoes. Lots of 

sweet, tomatoey flavors from this coreless meaty fruit. A great 

slicing and sauce tomato. Not overly acidic. (I) 74-85 days 

 

 

 

 

BLACK ICICLE -- Here is a paste-type tomato with 

Roma looks and a taste profile of a dark, earthy beefsteak. 

Yum! Thick-walled, with burgundy, purple, black and 

brown jewel tones. About 4 oz. in fruit size. Relatively new 

to the United States from Ukraine. (I) 69-80 days OP 

 

 

 

 

BLACK PLUM -- Not your typical small black plum. 

This very prolific Russian HEIRLOOM has great yields. A 

lovely brown-red mahogany with bright red flesh and hints of 

gray. Oval fruits come in at 2-4 oz. This variety has been 

sought after for its comparability in taste and uses to Roma.  

(I) 80 days 
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PEAR, PLUM, ROMA, SAUCE 

 & SALSAS 
(CONT’D) 

 

GRUSHOVKA -- Siberian HEIRLOOM variety of 

deliciously pink 2-3” plum-shaped tomatoes on very compact 

plants. Plants are only about 2-1/2’ tall, but produce 

abundantly and are a very good choice for container 

gardening. These little tasty tomatoes are thin skinned and 

excellent for canning whole or diced. We added this one to 

replace Window Box Roma which we found to be prone to 

blossom end rot even under good growing conditions. 

(D) 65 days 
 

 

INCAS -- A very early San Marzano type ripening as early 

as late June from an early April sowing. Bright red fruits 

weigh about 3 oz. and have firm, thick, meaty flesh with 

excellent keeping quality. Perfect for growing in large 

containers. Ideal in pastes, sauces, canning or used fresh.  

(D) 70 days 
 

 

ITALIAN GOLD -- Bling Bling and disease resistant. Very 

productive, Roma-type paste matures into a gorgeous golden 

orange color. These fancy guys shine in clusters of about six, 

averaging 5-6 oz. in weight. Sweet, meaty and excellent for 

canning, pastes and freezing. A Gretchen favorite.  

(D) 75-80 Days 
 

 

MINI ROMA -- Love the classic Roma and ready for a 

new spin? Here she is with grape size fruits. Great for 

snacking and pasting. Think of her as the kid sister to the 

original Roma. (I) 70-75 days OP 
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PEAR, PLUM, ROMA, SAUCE 

 & SALSAS 
(CONT’D) 

 
 

OLERON RED PLUM -- These tomatoes 

have been grown on the Oleron Islands in France for 

hundreds of years. Passed from farmer to grower and 

eventually to Tomato Fest’s Gary Ibsen and now to Good 

Earth. We are proud to offer these 1½ in. fruit abundant on 

the vine. Smaller plum shaped and sweet like a cherry, slightly 

thicker skin makes this a great market tomato. (I) 72 days 

 

OPALKA -- An HEIRLOOM originally from 

Poland circa 1900 (aka Polish Torpedo). Vigorous vines 

produce some of the best tasting red paste tomatoes with 

5” long fruit shaped like a banana pepper with a 

pronounced tip on the bottom. Fruit has very few seeds, is 

extremely meaty and loaded with rich sweet flavors 

lending to its sauce appeal. (I) 80 days 

 

 

POMPEII -- Sky high plants with explosive production 

that comes out of nowhere. Italian vining variety loads up 

early with heavy harvests of meaty, rich-flavored plum 

tomatoes for fresh eating or making mamas sauce recipe. 

This great tasting traditional Roma type tomato has good 

disease resistance for heavy harvest. Use fresh or simmer in 

thick tasty sauces with plenty to can or freeze. (I) 76 days 

 

 

RUSSIAN BIG ROMA -- Huge 

HEIRLOOM paste variety produce heavy crops of 

large 2x4 inch meaty tomatoes. Perfect for making a lot 

of sauce or other canning. The rich full flavor adds to 

any dish. Disease resistant. (I) 85 days 

 

https://cdn3.volusion.com/ph9xz.o9ecs/v/vspfiles/photos/TF-0434-2T.jpg?1542102767
https://cdn3.volusion.com/ph9xz.o9ecs/v/vspfiles/photos/TF-0553-2.jpg?1438418466
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiVpsik8uvhAhULslQKHeLMBvsQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.reneesgarden.com%2Fproducts%2Ftomato-plum-italian-pompeii&psig=AOvVaw24whwBnUmjsTJYMCWBziTj&ust=1556302885858891
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PEAR, PLUM, ROMA, SAUCE 

 & SALSAS 
(CONT’D) 

 
ROMA (MARTINO’S ROMA) -- The best-

known paste tomato. Heavy crops of bright red, pear-

shaped fruit with lots of meat and few seeds. Great for 

sauces, soups and sun-dried tomatoes.  

(D) 75 days OP 
 

 

 

SAN MARZANO -- HEIRLOOM from Italy. 

Compact and prolific producer of bright red, slim, 

2- “, plum-type fruit over a long season. A paste 

tomato with pointy end, heavy walls and little juice, 

so it's great for tomato sauce. Crack resistant. Better 

tasting than Roma. (SD) 78 days 
 

 

 

SAUSAGE -- At Good Earth, the more unusual, the better. 

This tomato is just that. Aesthetically, this one resembles a 

giant pepper. Long, up to 6”, this meaty paste tomato is so fine 

and special it’ll have your neighbors green with envy. Ideal for 

sauces and those seeking a ketchup tomato. (I) 75 Days 

 

 

 

 

 

Yaqui -- A true workhouse this one has truly impressed with 

abundant production of extra-large blocky and heavy plum 

tomatoes. The quantity of fruit is only matched by its quality of 

flavor. Perfect for canning, simmered in soups and sauces or use 

your imagination Yaqui can handle it. Compact plants are 

adaptable to growing almost anywhere. (D) 75 days VFFNA 

  

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi5086H8-vhAhWSEHwKHeetBg8QjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.renaissancefarms.org%2Fproduct%2Fsan-marzano-tomato%2F&psig=AOvVaw1uYDPW51lDFo-0t4Qo5AsG&ust=1556304187573202
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj-l6Ot8-vhAhWhv1QKHR0MD4gQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.tomatogrowers.com%2FSAUSAGE%2Fproductinfo%2F5462%2F&psig=AOvVaw2ivxsf_6qjcLAmSpo7x8aY&ust=1556304244300574
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**HANGING BASKET TOMATOES** 
 

 
 

CHERRY FALLS -- Tidy habit and good early 

establishment makes this a good choice for adding to your 

mixed flowering containers or large baskets. Very vigorous, 

heavy 1½ to 2 oz. juicy, bright red fruits crop heavily over a 

long harvest period. Plants cascade 36 - 40" or can be vined 

or caged and reach 6’ in height. This is one of the three 

varieties you will find in our tomato hanging baskets.  

(I) 60 days 

 

 

 

 

LIZZANO -- Disease resistant plants produce yield after 

yield of smooth, red, 1” fruits with flavor rivaling many of 

the full-sized varieties. Trails to about 20” and continues to 

produce late into the season without compromising quality. 

Great for patio pots and hanging baskets. This is one of the 

three varieties you will find in our tomato hanging baskets.  

(SD) 63 days 
 

 

 

 

RED TUMBLING TOM -- This beauty is ideal for 

hanging baskets and containers. True to its name, this solid 

branching tomato tumbles to 20” or more with sweet and juicy 

1-2” fruits. Perfect for popping while working in the garden and 

topping salads. (I) 70 days 

 

 

 

YELLOW TUMBLING TOM -- Looking for a 

complimentary pair? Look no farther than the Tumbling 

Toms. The yellow is a match to its red cousin. Ornamental and 

tasty, 20” hanging in baskets and containers and 1-2” fruit. 

Looks lovely next to the Red Tumbling Tom. (I) 70 days 
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